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ABSTRACT 
Recent papers by Faber and Manteuffel characterize the cases where ORTHODIR, a 
generalized conjugate-gradient algorithm for solving complex non-Hermitian linear 
systems, can be defined by a short recurrence formula and thus simplified. In the 
present paper similar results are obtained for two other generalized conjugate-gradient 
algorithms, namely, ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES. Necessary and sufficient conditions on 
the coefficient matrix A are given so that simplification is possible. Illustrative 
examples are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with iterative methods for solving the 
linear system 
Au=b, 0.1) 
where A is a given nonsingular square matrix and b is a given colunm vector. 
*The work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, through Grant 
MCS-8214731, and by the Department of Energy, through Grant DE-ASO581ER10954, with 
The University of Texas at Austin. 
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The conjugate-gradient method (CG method) developed by Hestenes and 
Stiefel [ 111 provides an effective tool for solving (1.1) in the symmetrkzble 
case where ZA and Z are Hermitian and positive definite (HPD). Here Z is 
the auxiliary matrix used for the CG method. 
A number of generalizations of the CG method have been proposed for 
handling the nonsymmetrizable case where Z and/or ZA need not be HPD. 
Young and Jea [21, 221 considered a procedure called the “idealized gener- 
alized conjugate-gradient acceleration procedure” (IGCG procedure). Given 
an initial guess u(O) to the true solution U of (l.l), the sequence u(O), u(l), . . . 
is defined by the condition 
UC”) - u(o) E K,( @)) 0.2) 
and by the Petrov-Galerkin condition 
(v, Z&n)) = 0 (I-3) 
for all o E K,(r(‘)). Here K,(r(‘)) = K,,(r(‘), A) is the Krylev space of,(‘) of 
degree n with respect to the matrix A and is defined by 
K,(r(O)) = span{ r(O), Arc’),.. ., A”-lr(o)}. w 
Here for n=0,1,2,... the residual vector rcn) is defined by 
,.(“) = b _ Au(“). 0.5) 
It can be shown (see, e.g., Daniel [4, 51 or Young and Jea [21]) that if ZA is 
HPD, then the condition (1.3) is equivalent to the minimization condition 
II,@) - f4l(Z‘4) / 1 2 Q IIW - UlI(Z‘q’/2 0.6) 
for all w such that w - u(O) E K,(r(‘)). 
A matrix H is positive real (PR) if (v, Hv) is real and positive for all real 
nonzero vectors v. Similarly we can define negative real (NR) matrices. 
Following Faber and Manteuffel [lo], we say that a matrix H is definite if 
(v, Hv) # 0 for all complex nonzero vectors v. It can be shown that if H is 
real, then it is definite if and only if it is either PR or NR; a proof of this is 
given in Appendix A. However, as shown in Appendix A, the concepts are 
not equivalent in the complex case. The definiteness condition is much more 
useful for the IGCG method in the complex case. 
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It can be shown (see for instance Householder [12]) that if A is definite, 
then E(A), the convex hull of the eigenvalues of A, does not contain the 
origin. On the other hand, if A is normal and if E(A) does not contain the 
origin, then A is definite. 
The case where A and b of (1.1) are real was considered in [21]. It was 
shown that if ZA is PR, then the sequence u(O), u(l),. . . is uniquely de- 
termined by (1.2) and (1.3) for n < d and moreover that U(~) = U. Here 
d = d(r’O’) = d(r co) A) is the smallest integer such that the vectors 
r(O), AT(‘), . . . , Adrcoy are linearly dependent. Three procedures were consid- 
ered in [21] for actually implementing the IGCG method. These variants 
were referred to as ORTHODIR, ORTHOMIN, and ORTHORES. The ORTHODIR 
variant converges if ZA is PR, and moreover U(~) = U. The other two variants 
may fail if one only assumes that ZA is PR. However, if both Z and ZA are 
PR, then ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES converge and moreover U(~) = U. 
The ORTHODIR, ORTHOMIN, and ORTHORES dgOrithDIS are Often Dot pKtCti- 
cal because in order to obtain a new iterate it is, in general, necessary to use 
all previous iterates. In some cases, however, the formulas for the methods 
reduce to short recurrences and thus simplify. This paper is concerned with 
necessary and sufficient conditions for such a simplification to occur. 
We say that we have condition OD(S) if only s old vectors are needed to 
perform an iteration of ORTHODIR. Similarly condition OM(S) and condition 
OR(S) have corresponding meanings for ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES, respec- 
tively. If we have conditions OD( s + l), OM(S), and OR(S), then we say that 
we have condition S(s). 
A prime example of simplification is the symmetrizabk case, where, as 
stated above, both Z and ZA are HPD. In this case S(1) holds; see, e.g., 
Hestenes and Stiefel [ll], Engeli et al. [8], or Concus, Golub, and O’Leary 
131. 
As a generalization of the symmetrizable case, Jea [13], Jea and Young 
[14], and Young, Jea, and Kincaid [23] considered the case where A is real 
and for some nonsingular matrix K we have 
KA = A*K. (1.7) 
They showed if the auxiliary matrix Z satisfies (1.7), then S(1) holds. 
Moreover, they showed that for any nonsingular real matrix A there always 
exists a matrix K such that (1.7) holds. However, the determination of K is 
seldom practical. Even in cases where K can be determined, there is no 
guarantee that the methods will not break down. Nevertheless, this approach 
was used by Jea and Young [14] to give a new derivation of several variants 
of the method of Lanczos [ 161. 
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Jea and Young [14] showed that if a real PR matrix K exists which 
satisfies (1.7), then there also exists an HPD matrix k which satisfies (1.7). As 
shown by Young, Jea, and Kincaid [23], if we let 2 = A*& then we have 
S(1) and, moreover, ORTHODIR converges. (Actually one can also choose 
2 = A*K, since H = ZA = A*KA is definite.) However, ORTHOMIN and 
ORTHORES may break down in this case. 
A major breakthrough in this area was made by Faber and Manteuffel [9]. 
From their results it follows that if ZA is HPD and if 
(ZAZ-‘)* = P,(A) (14 
for some polynomial P,(A) of degree s, then ORTHODIR converges and we 
have OD(S + 1). Moreover, except for certain special cases, the condition (1.8) 
is necessary as well as sufficient for OD(S + 1) Faber and Manteuffel also 
showed that the only general and useful simplification occurs when s = 1, and 
in that case A has a very special form and all eigenvalues of A lie on a 
straight line in the complex plane. In a subsequent paper, Faber and 
Manteuffel [lo] extended their results to the case where ZA is definite. 
The emphasis in this paper is primarily on the extension of the results of 
Faber and Manteuffel to ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES. This work is motivated by 
the fact that these methods are often preferred in practice to ORTHODIR in 
spite of the fact that ORTHODIR converges under more general conditions. In 
the first place, if all of the methods simplify, then ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES 
often require less work per iteration. Also, even if simplification does not 
occur, it is common practice to use truncated procedures obtained by 
discarding all but a few of the most recent vectors. Numerical experiments 
indicate that not only do the truncated versions of ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES 
require fewer operations per iteration than the truncated version of 
ORTHODIR, but they often have much better convergence properties as well. 
Formulas for ORTHODIR for the complex case are given in Section 2, and 
formulas for ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES for the complex case are given in 
Section 3. The convergence results stated above for the real case can easily be 
extended to the complex case if we replace the “PR” condition by the 
“definite” condition. 
In Sections 4 and 5 it is shown that if Z and ZA are definite and if we 
have OM(S) and OR(S), then except for special cases the condition (1.8) holds. 
In Section 6 the case s = 1 is analyzed in detail, and procedures are given 
for choosing Z so that ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES, as well as ORTHODIR, will 
converge. 
In Section 7 we discuss several conditions on the matrix A such that an 
auxiliary matrix Z exists which produces simplification and convergence. We 
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also describe procedures for finding a suitable matrix 2 corresponding to a 
given matrix A satisfying one of these conditions such that ORTHOMIN and 
ORTHOFZES, as well as ORTHODIR, simplify and converge. 
In Section 8 we consider the application of the results to a number of 
special cases including many of those considered by Faber and Manteuffel 
[lo]. These cases correspond to preconditionings of a given linear system, to 
the GCW method of Concus and Golub [2] and of Widhmd [19], to 
polynomial preconditioning, and to certain generalized normal equations. 
2. ORTHODIR 
The ORTHODIR algorithm involves the choice of an auxiliary matrix 2, the 
generation of direction vectors q(O), q(l), . . . , and the use of these vectors to 
determine the iterates u(l), UC’),. . . . Thus, with u(O) given, the direction 
vectors are determined by the following semiorthogonalization process: 
q(O) = p) 
n-1 
q(")= A@-') + c /j&i), 
(2.1) 
12 = 1,2,..., 
i=O 
where 
p = - (q? 4 (n-l)) - cl;.,‘,& j(q(i), q(i)) 
n,r (q(i), q(O) (2.2) 
The /3,, i are chosen to make the {q(j)} semiorthogonal in the sense that 
(Qci), q(“)) = 0 for i < n. (2.3) 
Here we define the generalized inner product (x, y) by 
where H = ZA and (u, u) is the standard inner product 
(2.4) 
(t&u) = f uiui. 
i=l 
(2.5) 
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It should be noted that the condition (x, y) = 0 does not necessarily imply 
that (y, X) = 0 unless H is Hermitian; hence the term “semiorthogonal” is 
used. 
where 
The direction vectors q(O), q(l), . . . are used to update the iterates using 
U(n+i) = ,(n) + finqoO, 
(2.6) 
n (q’“‘, Zr’“‘) 
A, = (q’“‘,q’“‘) * (2.7) 
It is shown in [21] that q (d) = 0 and u(d) = ii, where d = d(r(‘), A), but that 
TV # U if n < d. 
For any given integer s > 1, we define the truncated method ORTHODIR(S) 
by requiring that p,,, = 0 for i < n - s. Thus (2.1) becomes an (s + 1)-term 
recurrence. Unfortunately, in the general case the truncated method does not 
have the desirable convergence properties of the nontruncated method. 
We would like to know for what class of matrices A the formula for qcn) 
in the ORTHODIR algorithm automatically reduces to the (S + l)-term recur- 
rence of ORTHODIR(S), for arbitrary b and u(O). For this to happen it is 
necessary and sufficient that /3,,, = 0 for i < n - s and n < d = d(r(‘)). It is 
important to observe that as noted by Faber and Manteuffel [lo], since 
qCd) = 0 need not be computed, no condition need be placed on pd, i. 
These considerations suggest the following definition: given a matrix Z 
such that H = ZA is definite, we will say A E OD(S, H) if, for any choice of 
r(O), the direction vectors q(“) generated by ORTHODIR, when applied to the 
linear system (1.1) with auxiliary matrix Z, satisfy (qCi), Aq(“-‘1) = 0, with 
H = ZA, for i < n - s and n < d(q(O)). Thus OD(S, H) is the class of matrices 
for which ORTHODIR(S)= ORTHODIR(CO). 
In order to characterize OD(S, H) we introduce the following definitions. 
Given a matrix A and a nonsingular matrix H, we define A’ = (HAH- ‘) * to 
be the adjoint of A with respect to H. We note that (u, Av) = (A’u, v) for 
all u, v E CN. We say that A is normal with respect to H, or that A is 
H-normal, if A and At commute. It can be shown (see Faber and Manteuffel 
[9, lo] and Drazin [6]) that if A is H-normal, and if H is definite, then A is 
normalizable (i.e., A is similar to a normal matrix) and there exists a 
polynomial P such that At = P(A). The normal degree of A with respect to 
H, denoted by n( A, H), is defined as the degree of the polynomial P of 
lowest degree such that A’ = P(A). Since, as shown in Appendix B, n( A, H) 
is independent of H, we let n(A) = n(A, H). We will define d(A) to be the 
degree of the minimal polynomial of the matrix A. 
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We remark that A is H-normal if and only if A is Znormal where 
H = ZA. This follows because (ZAZ’)* = (HA-iAAH_‘)* = (HAH-‘)*. 
The set OD(S, H) can be characterized by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be rwnsingular and let H be definite. Then 
A E OD(S, H) = d(A)<s+l or A is normal with respect to H with 
n(A)<s-1. 
A proof of Theorem 2.1 is given by Faber and Manteuffel [9] for the case 
where H is HPD, and by Faber and Manteuffel [lo] for the case where H is 
definite. 
In the next two sections we will present similar results for ORTHOMIN and 
ORTHORES. For our study of these methods we will need to use a modification 
of Theorem 2.1. First, we define the set OD(S, H) as follows. Given a matrix 
2 such that H = ZA is definite, A ~z(s, H) if, for any choice of r(O), the 
direction vectors generated by ORTHODIR, when applied to the linear system 
(1.1) with auxiliary mat& Z, satisfy (9(‘), Aq(“-‘)) = 0 for i < n - s and for 
n G d(r”‘). Evidently OD(S, H) C OD(S, H). 
The following theorem is suggested in [lo]. A proof is given in Section 4 
below. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be nonsingular and let H be definite. Then 
AEOD(S,H) * d(A)gsorAisrwrmalwithrespecttoHwithn(A)<s-1. 
3. ORTHOMIN AND ORTHORES 
For the ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES variants of the IGCG method we 
assume that Z and ZA are definite. The ORTHOMIN method is defined by 
UC”+ 1) = u(n) + A,p(“) 
,dn+l) c,(n) _ X&,‘“‘, 
P P (0) = r(o) (3.1) 
n-1 
p’“’ = 4”) + c qp@), n > 1, 
i=O 
456 
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,= -(p (i), #)) - c+,, j(p(i), p(j)) a n,r (p(i), p(i)) ’ icn, 
(p’“‘, Zr(“)) 
A, = (p’“‘,p’“‘) . 
Here, the (Y,,~‘s are defined by the H-semiorthogonality condition 
(p(i), p(n)) = 0 for i<n. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
The ORTHORES method is given by 
U(n+l) = Q(“) + i fn+l,iu(i), 
i=O 
(3.4) 
r(n+l) zz - X,Ar(“) + i fn+l,i’(‘)> 
i=O 
where 
L+l,i = An”n+l,i for iQn, 
i i 
-1 
h,= f: '*+l,i ) 
i=O (3.5) 
(G), r(n)) - c;:$,+,, j( di), 2W) 
u n+l,i= (T(i), ~~(0) ’ 
fie u"+l,i 's here are defined by the Zsemiorthogonality condition of the 
residuals: 
(r(i), ZT (n+l)) =() for i<n+l. (3.6) 
It should be noted that for a given choice of the matrices A and Z and 
the vectors u(O) and b, the three algorithms ORTHODIR, ORTHOMIN, and 
ORTHORES generate the same iterates u(i), @), . . . ; see [21] for a proof for the 
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real case. Moreover, the direction vectors pci) for ORTHOMIN are nonzero 
scalar multiples of the direction vectors qci) for onr~onrn. 
As in the case of ORTHODIR, it is possible to truncate ORTHOMIN to 
ORTHOMIN(S), which has an (s + 1)term recurrence formula for p(“), by 
forcing a,, i = 0 for i < n - s. Likewise, ORTHORES may be truncated to 
ORTHORES(S), which has an (s +2)-term recurrence formula for u(~+‘) and 
for r(“+i), by forcing ~,,+i,~ = 0 for i < n - s. Again, the convergence 
properties of the truncated methods are not the same as those of the 
nontruncated methods. Furthermore, the three truncated methods each give 
different iterates, in general. 
As before, we define classes of matrices for which ORTHOMIN = 
ORTHOMIN(S) Or ORTHORES=ORTHORES(S). 
If 2 and H = ZA are definite, we will say that A E OM(S, H) if, for any 
choice of r co), the vectors p(‘) generated by the ORTHOMIN algorithm for 
solving (1.1) with auxiliary matrix Z satisfy (PC’), r(“)) = 0 for i < n - s and 
n -C c&p(‘)). We also say that A E OR(S, If) if, for any choice of r(O), the 
vectors generated by the ORTHORES algorithm for solving (1.1) with auxiliary 
matrix Z satisfy (r ti), rcn)) = 0 for i < n - s and n < d(r(‘)). 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF z(s, H) 
Before we characterize thh sets OM(S, H) and OR(S, H), it will be neces- 
sary to characterize the set on(s, H). 
The proof of the characterization theorem for z(s, H) is similar to that 
of the characterization theorem for OD( s, H) found in [lo]. It is included here 
for completeness. Throughout, it will be assumed that A is nonsingular and 
that H is definite. 
LEMMA 4.1. d(A)< s * A E&, H). 
Proof. The definition of z(s, H) is trivially satisfied, since for all 9”) 
we have d( 9”‘) < &A) Q s. n 
LEMMA 4.2. A’p E K,(p, A) fo7 all p = A E~(s, H). 
Proof. We know that (9 (i), A9(n-i)) = (A$$‘), 9(n-1))e But 
Atq(‘) E Q9”‘) c K,+,(q’O)) = span{ q(i)};:;-! 
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Thus, if i + s - 1< n - 1, then by the H-semiorthogonality condition on the 
' (U qti)‘s [Equation (2.3)], (A q ,q cnel)) = 0. So, by definition, A ~=(s, H). 
n 
LEMMA 4.3. Atp E K,(p, A) for all p e A normal, with n(A) < s - 1. 
Proof. See [lo]. 
THEOREM 4.4. The following are equivalent: 
(1) A’ = P(A) for some polynomial P. 
(2) A and A’ commute. 
(3) A and A’ both have the same complete set of eigenvectors. 
(4) Any of conditions (l), (2), or (3) hold, with the H-adjoint rephzced 
by the H *-adjoint. 
Proof. See [lo]. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Zf A is normal with respect to H, then for some 
nonsingular matrix Q we have A = QAQ-‘, A = diag( Ai}, with repeated 
eigenvalues Xi grouped together in A, and D = Q *HQ is block diagonal, 
where the blocks correspond to the blocks of repeated eigenvalues in A, and 
the D blocks are upper triangular, with diagonal elements of modulus 1. 
Conversely, A is normal with respect to H if A = QAQ- r, A = diag{ Xi}, 
and D=Q*HQ commutes with A. 
Proof. See [lo]. R 
Note, in particular, that this corollary implies that A is normal with 
respect to H if it is true that A has a complete set of eigenvectors, and 
eigenvectors associated with distinct eigenvalues of A are both H- and 
H *-semiorthogonal. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let { 9”)) be the vectors generated by the ORTHODIR 
semiorthogonalization process. Then qci) is a continuous function of q(O) for 
all i. 
Proof. See [lo]. W 
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LEMMA 4.7. If d(A) > s and (9(O), A9cS)) = 0 fir all 9(O), then A is 
H-nmmul. 
Proof. This proof proceeds in a similar fashion to the proof of the 
normality of A in Theorem 10 of [lo]. 
(1) Defining an invariant subspace. It is possible to pick fi such that 
d(fi)=s+l. Let K,+i = K,+i(fi). Since d(fi) = s + 1, this subspace is 
(s + l)-dimensional and A-invariant. 
(2) Restricting to the subspace. Let R be an N X(s + 1) matrix whose 
columns are Z2-orthonormal and span K,+i. Then Q = RR* is the Z2- 
orthogonal projector onto K,, i. 
Z2-projection of A onto K,+i. 
Not: that Q * = Q. Let A = QAQ = AQ, the 
Let H = QHQ, considered as a map on K,, i. 
Note that fi is nonsingular as a map on K,+l: this follows from the fact that 
(v, fiv) = (v, Hv) # 0 for all v E Kstl \ (0). Then fi is invertible as a map 
on K,,i. Now, let Ai = (fiAfi-‘)*, the Z?-adjoint of A on K,, 1. It is easily 
verified that (u, Av) = (Alu, v) for all U, v E K,+l. Note also that d(v, A) 
= d(v, A) and K_,!v, A) = K,(v, A) for all v E KS+,. 
(3) Claim: A’9 E K,(9) c K,+1 for all 9 E K,+1 such that d(9) = s + 1. 
Pro03 Note, for all 9 E K,+l, 
0 = (9, Ag’“‘) = (9, As’“‘) = (&,9s)), 
w-iting q(O) as 9. Now, d(9) = s + 1 implies that { 9(i)};=o span K,T+l. Thus, 
A’9 E K,+i equals Ci=oa i9(i) for some {a, }. Substituting, 
by the semiorthogonality of the q(‘)‘s. Since q(‘) # 0 and H is definite, 
a, = 0. Claim shown. 
(4) Claim: Ai E K,(q)c KStl for all 9 E KStl such that d(9)= s. 
Proo$ Let 
M(9’0)) = ( qm q(1) . . . q(“-‘) &‘O’), 
an N x (s + 1) matrix-valued function, again considering the 9 ’ ‘s as func- 
tions of q(O). Now, let W(9) = det[M(q)*M(q)]. The map W:‘K S+l+C is 
zero precisely when the columns of M(9(‘)) are linearly dependent. We 
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showed above that W(9) = 0 for all 9 E K,+i such that d(9) = s + 1. It can 
be shown that the set { 9 E K,+r : d(9) # s + l} is of measure zero in the set 
K s+l. Clearly, W is continuous (see Theorem 4.6). Thus, by continuity, W is 
zero on all of K,+r. Now, when d(9(‘)) = s, { 9(i)}fzk_are linearly indepen- 
dent and span K,(q(‘)). So W(9(‘)) = 0 implies that At9 E span{ 9(i)}fli = 
K (9”)). Claim shown 
s (5) Claim: piE K,,, and d(p,) = s * K,(p,) is Al-invariant. Proo$ 
Clearly, for such pi, K,(p,) is A-invariant. It can easily be shown that 
K,(p,) has a basis { bi} such that d(bi) = s Vi. But then Aibi E K,(bi) = 
K,(p,) for every i, as shown in part (4) abtve. But since this is true on every 
basis vector, the whole subspace must be At-invariant. Claim shown. 
(6) Extructing an eigenvector. It can be easily seen that such a p, E K,, 1 
with d( pi) = s actually exists. Also, we have seen that both K,, 1 and K,( pl) 
are A- and Al-invariant. Now, let Ks(pl)l” = {v E K,+l: (w, v) = 0 V’w E 
K,(p,)k Claim: Ks(pl)l” one-dim_ensional. Pro05 Note that (w,o) 
= (w, Hv) for all w, v E K,+l. Since H is nonsingular as a map on K,, 1, we 
have K,(p,)l =fiK,(pi)lll,whereK,(p,)L -{v~K,+,:(w,v)=0Vw~ 
K,(p,)}. Since K,(p,)’ is known to be one-dimensional and H is nonsingu- 
lar as a map on K,+l, the claim is shown. Now, let 91 be a nonzero vector in 
K,(pi)+ Claim: A9, E K,(p,)l~. 
r$e also that if w E K,(p,), ( 
Proo$__ Clearly, A9i E K,, 1. But 
A +-invariant and 91 E K,( pl) ‘H. 
w, A91) = (A’w, sl) = 0, since K,(p,) is 
Claim shown. Conclusion: 9i is an eigen- 
vector. 
(7) Extracting the rest of the eigenvectors jknn Kstl. It is possible to 
pick P, E K,, i such that d(p,) = s and 91 E K,(p,). Repeat the above 
process to obtain 92 E K,+l, an eigenvector, with (9i, 92) = 0. Repeat this 
process to obtain all the eigenvectors { 9i }fZi and associated eigenvalues 
{Xi};=‘; of K,,,. Note that, since K,+1 has a complete set of eigenvectors, 
the Ai’s must all be distinct: otherwise, the minimal polynomial of @ would 
have degree less than s + 1. 
(8) Note that, by construction, the { 9i}if: are H-semiorthogonal: 
( 9i, 9j) = 0 for i < j. Now, let fii be a linear combination from { 9i };z,’ in 
which every vector has a nonzero component. Then the minimal polynomial 
of fii is given by llf,‘k(x - Xi). So d(fi,) = s, and K,(fi,) = span{ 9i}ffi. By 
repeating the argument above, there is an eigenvector in (span{ 9i}~Z~)‘~~. 
But there are no more than s + 1 eigenvectors in K, + 1. So this eigenvector is 
9j for some j. But, by construction, (9j, 9i) = 0 for 2 < i Q s + 1. Since H is 
definite, this eigenvector must be 91. By repeating this argument, we see that 
the { 9i }fLi are H *-semiorthogonal as well as H-semiorthogonal. 
(9) Claim: A is normal. Proof Otherwise, by Corollary 4.5, either A 
does not have a complete set of eigenvectors, or A has two eigenvectors 
associated with distinct eigenvalues which are not H- and H *-semiorthogo- 
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nal. First, suppose there exists a v such that (A - X)v # 0 and (A - X)$ = 0. 
Now, let fi be chosen so that d( fi) = s + 1 and v E K,, i(p). Such a fi may 
be constructed from principal vectors of the matrix A. This subspace has all 
the properties shown above for subspace K,+,--in particular, it contains 
s + 1 eigenvectors. But, by construction, this new subspace has an incomplete 
set of eigenvectors. Contradiction. Similarly, consider any eigenvectors 9i, 92 
of A associated with distinct eigenvalues. These may be similarly included in 
a space like K s + i and shown to be H- and H *-semiorthogonal, by the above 
derivation. n 
THEOREM 4.8. A E~(s, H) e d(A) < s or A rwnnul with respect to H 
with nom1 degree n(A) < s - 1. 
Proof. e= : Follows easily from Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2, and Lemma 4.3. 
* : Suppose A E %( s, H) and d(A) > s. 
Consider the map F,, : CNd C, F,(9(‘)) = (9(O), Aq’“)), where 9cn) is 
considered as a function of q(O). In particular, consider F,(q) = (9, Aq’“)), 
writing 9(O) as 9. Since A E~(s, H), by definition, we have F,(q) = 0 for all 
9ECN. 
By Lemma 4.7, A is normal with respect to H. By Theorem 4.4, there 
exists a polynomial P such that A’ = P(A). Since A has d(A) distinct 
eigenvalues, Lagrangian interpolation polynomials may be used to construct 
P such that deg P d d(A) - 1, i.e., n(A) < d(A) - 1 (see [lo]). 
Recall F,(9) = (9, Aq’“)), writing 9(O) as 9. Since A ~z(s, H), we have 
F,(9) = 0 when n > s - 1 for all 9 E CN. We have just seen A’9 E KgcA,(9) 
= K,(q) = span{ 9(‘)}:::, letting d = d(q); thus At9 = Cf:&i9(i). But then 
0 = (A’q, 9’“‘) = ( ;$q@), 9(n)j = ;$i(9’i), 9’“‘) 
forn>~-I.FromthedefinitenessofH,weseethatC~_~=C~_~=... =c, 
= 0. This implies At9 E K,(9) for all 9. By Lemma 4.3, A is H-normal, with 
normal degree n(A) < s - 1. n 
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF OM(S, H) AND oR(S, H) 
We will show in this section that OM(S, H) = OR(S, H) = E(s + 1, Z). We 
begin with several lemmas. 
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The following basic lemma concerns the definition of the vectors gener- 
ated by the ORTHODIR semiorthogonalization process. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A be nonsingular and H be definite. Let 
n-l 
y,v’“’ = A,$“-l) + c y, iv(i), 
i=O ’ 
with y,, i such that (UC’), Hv’“)) = 0 for i < n, and y,, # 0 arbitrary. Let 
6’) # 0 ‘be given. Then, the vci)’ s are uniquely defined, and v(“) = 0 if and 
only if n > d(u(“)). 
Proof. Let d = d(u(‘)). First, we will show by induction that u(“) is well 
defined and nonzero for n < d. Certainly this is true for n = 0. Suppose it is 
true for all i < n. Then the semiorthogonality condition implies that the y,,, i’s 
satisfy 
=- 
i 
The semiorthogonality condition and the induction hypothesis imply that this 
matrix is lower triangular. By induction, { ~)(~)}r:,r are all nonzero. Since H is 
definite, the diagonal elements of this matrix are nonzero, so the matrix is 
nonsingular. Thus, the y,,, i’s are uniquely defined, and therefore ucn) is. Now, 
note that { u(~)}~z~ are linearly independent: applying (u(j), .) to Cy$a iu(i) 
= 0 for consecutive j’s gives a j = 0 for each j. Also, u(~-‘) is not in 
K,_ r( u(O)): else, { u(~)}~z~ c K,_ r( v(O)) would be linearly dependent. Thus, 
uCn-‘)= aA”-‘v(O)+ 6, for some scalar a + 0 and vector 6 E K,_r(v(‘)). 
Now, suppose v(“) = 0. Then, 
n-l II-1 
0 = UC”) = Au(“-‘) + c Y~,~v(') = aA”u(‘) + Aij + c Y~,~z)(~). 
i=O i=o 
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This implies that A v ” (‘1 E K n (v(O)). But this contradicts the fact that n < d. 
Thus, v(“) # 0. 
To complete the proof, we show that v(“) = 0 for any n 2 d. Clearly, 
v(“) E K”+i(v(‘)). But, for n > d, { v(~)}~~~ are a basis for K”+r(v(‘)). So, 
v(“) = C~:&ziv(‘) for some scalars ai. Applying (v(i), .) for consecutive j’s 
and invoking the semiorthogonality condition gives ai = 0 for all j. Thus, 
v(“) = 0 for n > d. n 
The following lemma shows that scaling the new basis vector at each step 
of the semiorthogonalization process affects later vectors only by scaling them 
differently. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A be nonsingular and H be definite. Let 
n-l 
,, 
” 
v(“) = Av(“-‘) + 
jFo Y”, iv(‘), 
Y,.~ such that (v (0, Hvcn)) = 0, i < n, and y” # 0 arbit?Wy; 
n-l 
y,v”‘“‘= A(j(“-‘1 + c 7” ,d(“), 
is0 ’ 
7” i such that (u”“‘, HU(“‘) = 0, 
yo&Co) # 0. T&n d(“) = 
i < n, and 7” # 0 arbitrary. Let yodo) = 
c”v(“) for sorm rwnmo constants c”. 
Proof. If n > d = d(v”)) = d(i?“)), we are done, because v(“) = 8”) = 0 
by Lemma 5.1. If n cd, then { v(i));=0 is a basis for K,,+r(v(‘)). Thus, 
8”) = CP,oaiv(i) for some ai’s. Applying (v(j), a) for consecutive j ‘s and 
using the semiorthogonality condition gives ai = 0 for i < n; thus 8”) = 
a “v(“). Since 8”) # 0, a” is nonzero. W 
Now we may characterize the set OR(S, H). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let Z, H 3 ZA be definite. Then OR(S, H) =z(s + 1, Z). 
Proof. Consider the following semiorthogonalization process: 
p = p); 
n-1 
q”(n) = A$“- 1) + imposing ( Gci), Z#“)) for i < 12. 
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Now, the residuals of the ORTHORES algorithm are given by 
,(“+r) = A,.(“) + 2 ( - e,+r,.)r(‘) 
i=O 
[see Equation (3.4)]. Comparing these @ci)‘s with the rci)‘s of the ORTHORES 
algorithm which are defined by the Zsemiorthogonality condition [Equation 
(3.6)], we see that they are the same up to some nonzero scaling, by Lemma 
5.2. Thus, 
AEOR(S,H) w (r(i),ZAr(n)) =0 for i <n--s n <d(~(‘)) 
= (#‘),ZA#“))=O for i<n-I, n < d( r(O)) 
a (#i),ZAq”(“-‘))=O for i<n-(s+l), n<d(r(O)) 
= A&$s+l,Z). n 
Now, we desire to characterize OM(S, H). We continue to assume Z, 
H = ZA definite. 
THEOREM 5.4. OM(S, H) C OR(S, H). 
Proof.1 Let e(n) = max{O, n - s}. Now, suppose A EOM(S, H), i.e., 
(~(~1, r(“)) = 0 for i < n - s, n < d(r(‘)) = d. Then (Y,,~ = 0 for i < n - s, 
n < d. So we may write p(“) = r(“) + ~~~&,)a,+p(“). We seek to show that 
(rci), ZAr(“)) = 0 for i < n - s. Note that 
,.(n+l) = ,.(n) _ X,+,‘“’ 
i 
n-1 
=r (n)- X,A T(“)+ c a,~+~) 
i=B(n) 
n-1 
=r (n) - A,Ar'"' - A, c ~Apo). 
i = ecn) 
Now, suppose n z d. Then r(“) = 0, since U(~) = ii, and we are done. 
‘This proof is based on a technique used by Voevodin [17, 181. 
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Otherwise, n < d, so Ai # 0 for i < 12 [(p(“), ZrCi)) = (rCi), Zr(‘)) # 0, since 
r(j) # 0 and Z definite]. Thus 
,.(n) _ ++I)) _ ni’ CX,,iAp"' 
i = B(n) 
1 n-l fl 
=- 
A( n 
r(n) _ r(n+l)) _ +sn, f.f(,(i) _ r(i+l))e 
t 
This implies Arc”) E span{ r(j)};,‘&,,. Therefore, 
= 0 for i < e(n) = max{O, 12 - s}, 
by the Zsemiorthogonality of the residuals. Therefore we conclude that 
A E OR(S, H), by definition. n 
THEOREM 5.5. d(A) < s + 1 - A E OM(S, H). 
Proof. A EOM(S, H) - (p_ (i), rCn)) = 0 for i -c n - s, n < d(p”)). But 
this requires that n < d(p(‘)) < d(A) 6 s + 1. Then it is never true that 
i < n - s < 0, so the definition is trivially satisfied. W 
THEOREM 5.6. Zf A is Zrwrmzl and n(A) G s then A E OM(S, H). 
Proof. n(A) G s * (ZAZ-‘)* = P,(A) for some s-degree polynomial 
P. Then 
= (P,( A)p”‘, Zd”)) = 0 for i+s<n, 
by the Petrov-Gale&in condition. 
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THEOREM 5.7. OM(S, H) = OR( S, H). 
Proof. Using the previous results, we have 
AEOM(S,H) * AEOR(S,H) = A~z(s-tl,Z) 
= z(A)<s+l or 
A is Z-normal with n(A) <s. 
But d< A) < s + 1 * A E OM(S, H), and likewise A is Z-normal with n(A) < s 
- A E OM(S, H), by Theorems 5.5 and 5.6. n 
The previous theorems show that OM(S, H) = OR(S, H) = g(s -t 1, Z) for 
A nonsingular and for Z and H = ZA definite.’ 
Therefore, we know the following facts about generalized conjugate-gradi- 
ent methods. Let A E CNXN be nonsingular, and consider auxiliary matrices 
Z and H=ZA. 
(1) For H defi_nite, ORTHODIR( S) = ORTHODIR - A has minimal poly- 
nomial of degree d(A) = s + 1, or A commutes with (HAH- ‘)* and there 
exists a polynomial PS_l of degree s - 1 such that (HAH-‘)* = P,_JA). 
(2) For Z, H definite, ORTHOMIN(S) = ORTHOMIN w ORTHORES(S) = 
ORTHORES w A has minimal polynomial of degree d(A) = s + 1, or A 
commutes with (ZAZ- ‘)* and there exists a polynomial P, of degree s such 
that (ZAZ-‘)* = P,(A). 
- It is easily seen that for H = ZA, (HAH-I)* = (ZAZ-‘)*; therefore 
OD(S + 1, Z) =OD(S + 1, H). Thus we have 
THEOREM 5.8. Let A be rumsingular, with minimal polynomial of 
degree d< A) > s + 2. Furthermore, let the auxiliary matrix Z and the matrix 
H = ZA be definite. Then ORTHODIR(S + 1) = ORTHODIR CJ ORTHOMIN(S) 3 
ORTHOMIN - ORTHORES(S) = ORTHORES - A commutes with (ZAZ- ‘) * 
and there exists a polynomial PS of degree s such that (ZAZ- ‘)* = P,(A). 
This tells us that, for the cases of interest-i.e., when A has at least s t-3 
distinct eigenvalues-all three methods simplify, with no change in the 
iterates, for precisely the same matrices. 
‘An alternative proof of this result, which also applies to more general cases, has been 
developed by V. Faber and T. Manteuffel (private communication). 
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6. THE CASE n(A) = 1 
Faber and Manteuffel [9, lo] showed that if A is normal with respect to a 
matrix H, then for some HPD matrix I?, A is normal with respect to fi and 
moreover (HAH-‘)* = (fiAfi_l)*. They also showed that if n(A) > 1 then 
/6(A)<n(A)<d(A)-1. 
This result suggests that the case n(A) > 1 is not very useful, because it 
requires s to be at least \i- d(A) . We conclude that, in general, in order that 
the formulas can be simplified to the point of computational usefulness, we 
must have n(A) 6 1. From the results of Faber and Manteuffel [9, lo] we 
have 
THEOREM 6.1. If A is normulizable and if n(A) < 1, then for some HPD 
matrix d, either A is a multiple of the identity, A = (fiA& ‘)*, or A = 
e”(B + irl), where r and 0 are real and (Z?Bfi-‘)* = B. 
The third condition is equivalent to that given by Faber and Manteuffel 
[9], but is written here in a slightly different form. 
We now give two theorems which give conditions on A so that a matrix 
fi exists such that the second and third possibilities stated in Theorem 6.1 
can occur. We also discuss cases where fi and Z = fiA - ’ are definite so that 
ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES, as well as ORTHODIR, simplify. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A E CN’ N. There exists an HPD matrix fi such that 
(Z?Afi-‘)* = A if and only if A is similar to a Hermitian matrix. Also, there 
exist HPD matrices Z and fi such that fi = ZA and (fiAti_ ‘)* = A if and 
only if A is similar to an HPD matrix. 
Proof. Suppose A is similar ,to a Hermitian matrix K, i.e., suppose 
V- ‘AV = K for some V. We let H = V- *V- ‘. Since A = VKV ‘, we have 
9Afi- ’ = V- *KV * = A*. On the other hand, if A* = fiAfi_ ’ for some 
HPD matrix fi, then fi-1/2A*fi1/2 = A1/2AA-1’2 and 
fi1/2Afi-l/2 = (fi’/2Afi-l/2)*. 
Thus A is similar to the Hermitian matrix fi ‘/‘AZ? ‘I’. 
Suppose now that A is similar to an HPD matrix K, i.e., suppose 
V- ‘AV = K for some V. If we let Z = V- *V- ', then 6 = ZA = V- *K V- ’ 
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anAd both 2 and H are HPD. Moreover, (&AA- ‘)* = A. Finally, if 
(HA& ‘)* = A for some HPD matrix fi with Z = GA- ’ also HPD, then, as 
above fi’/2A& ‘I2 is H 
fi-‘/$fiA-‘)fi- 
ermitian. Since fiA- ’ is HPD, it follows that 
l/2 = A1/2A-lEi-1/2 is HPD and (Al/2A-‘Ei-1/2)-1 = 
fii/aAfi- i/s is HPD n 
From Theorem 6.2 it follows that if A is similar to a Hermitian matrix, 
then there exist Z and fi such that fi = ZA, fi is HPD, and we have ok. 
Also, if A is similar to an HPD matrix, there exist Z and fi such that both Z A ,. 
and H are HPD, H = ZA, and we have S(1). In Section 7 we will give some 
alternative choices for Z and fi which can be used when A is similar to a 
Hermitian matrix or to an HPD matrix. 
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition on A, stated by Faber 
and Manteuffel [9], for an HPD matrix fi to exist such that the third 
possibility of Theorem 6.2 occurs. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let AEC N, N. There exists an HPD matrix fi such that 
A=e”(B+irZ), (6.1) 
where T and 8 are real and such that 
B = (fiBEi-‘)* (64 
if and only if A is similar to a diagonal matrix and the eigenvalues of A lie 
on a straight line. 
Proof. If A has the form (6.1) where B satisfies (6.2), then B* = 8, 
where I? = fi’/2Sfi- ‘1’. Evidently 
A= fii/aA&i/a= e”@(B + irZ)_ (6.3) 
Since the eigenvalues of l? are real, the eigenvalues X of A, and hence those 
of A, have the form X = e”(r + ir), where X, r, and 8 are real. Thus each 
eigenvalue lies on the straight line in the complex z-plane obtained by 
rotating the line Im z = r about the origin through a suitable angle 8. 
Suppose now that A is similar to a diagonal matrix and that all eigenval- 
ues of A lie on a straight line. Clearly, for some real x, r, and 8, each 
eigenvalue A of A can be written in the form h = e”(x + ir). Thus the 
Jordan canonical form of A has the form 
D, = ei”( D + irZ), 
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where D is a real diagonal matrix. Therefore, for some nonsingular matrix V 
we have 
A=V.D,V-‘=e’B(B+irZ), (6.4) 
where 
B=VDV-‘. (6.5) 
If we let fi = V- * V- ‘, then fi is HPD and ( f?Bfi- ‘) * = VDV ’ = B. Thus 
A and B satisfy (6.1) and (6.2). n 
Suppose now that A is similar to a diagonal matrix and that the 
eigenvalues of A lie on a straight line. By Theorem 6.3 and (6.3), A has the 
form (6.1) where B is similar to a Hermitian matrix. Let V be any matrix 
such that 
V- ‘BV = K, (6.6) 
where K is Hermitian. Evidently, by (6.4), V- ‘AV = e ie( K + irl). We con- 
sider various choices of Z and H, namely, 
Z,=V-*V-$-l, Hi=V-*V-i, 
Z, = A*V-*V-i, H, = A*V-*V-IA, 
z,=v-*v-l, H,=V-*V-‘A. 
In each case we can verify that for all three choices 
At= (mz-I)* = (HAH-1)’ = e-2ieA _ 2iTze-ie, 
which is a polynomial of degree one in A. 
In the general case H, and H, are definite and ORTHODIR converges and 
simplifies for the first two choices. Let us now further assume that K is 
Hermitian definite. It can be shown that in this case Z and H are definite for 
all three choices. Thus, for example, consider Z,. We have 
=V-*(V-‘AV) -lV-‘. 
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To show that Z, is definite we show V- ‘AV is definite. But by (6.1) and 
(6.6) we have 
= e’@(K + irz), 
where K is Hermitian definite. Thus for any vector x we have 
(x,(K+irZ)r)=(x,Kx)+ir(x,x). 
The first term is real and does not vanish for x # 0 if K is definite. The 
second term is purely imaginary and does not vanish unless r = 0. Thus, since 
either K is definite or else r # 0, V’AV is definite. From this it follows that 
Z- ’ and hence Z is definite. 
It follows from the above analysis that if A has the form (6.4) where B is 
similar to a Hermitian definite matrix K, then, with the above choices of Z 
and H, ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES, as well as ORTHODIR, converge and sim- 
plify. Moreover, we have S(1). 
7. CONDITIONS FOR SIMPLIFICATION 
From the previous discussion it follows that for some auxiliary matrix Z 
the generalized CG methods simplify under each of the following conditions: 
CONDITION (Y. There exists Z such that H is definite and (ZAZ-‘)* = 
P(A). 
CONDITION j3. There exists Z such that Z and H are definite and 
(ZAZ-‘)* = P(A). 
CONDITION y. There exists Z such that H is definite and (ZAZ ~ ’ ) * = A. 
CONDITION S. There exists Z such that Z and H are definite and 
(ZAZ-‘)* = A. 
Here P(A) is a polynomial and H = ZA. As we have seen, ORTHODIR 
converges for suitable Z when Condition (Y or y holds, and all three variants 
converge when Condition /? or S holds. 
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In this section we formulate four other conditions, Conditions a, b, c, and 
d, on the matrix A, and we show that they imply Conditions (Y, p, y, and 6, 
respectively. We also give procedures for choosing Z when Condition a, b, c, 
or d holds. We then study the question as to whether Conditions (Y, /3, y, and 
6 imply Conditions a, b, c, and d, respectively. Counterexamples are given 
for some cases. 
We now consider the following conditions on the matrix A: 
Condition a. A is similar to a normal matrix (normalizable). 
Condition b. A is similar to a normal definite matrix. 
Condition c. A is similar to a Hermitian matrix. 
Condition d. A is similar to a Hermitian definite (HD) matrix. 
Evidently Conditions a, b, c, and d imply that the Jordan canonical form 
of A is diagonal, diagonal definite, real diagonal, and real diagonal definite, 
respectively. 
Let us now consider alternative choices of the auxiliary matrix Z corre- 
sponding to a given linear system (1.1) where A is normal. We consider the 
following choices: 
Choice I: z= 1, H=A (conjugate gradient), 
Choice II: Z=A*, H=A*A (conjugate residual), 
Choice III: Z = A-‘, H=I (minimum error). 
We remark that Choice III is in general not practical. However, if (1.1) is 
derived from another system of the form 
and if A = d*Cd, b = A*&, where C is chosen so that A is normal, then 
the conjugate gradient procedures with Choice III can be carried out; see 
Faber and Manteuffel [lo, Section D]. We remark that this choice of A 
corresponds to the use of generalized normal equations. 
Since A is normal, A* = I’(A) for some polynomial P(A). If A is 
Hermitian then P(A) = A. In any case for each choice we have 
(zAz-l)* = (HAH-')* = P(A). (7.1) 
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If A is definite, then Z and H are both definite and we have Condition 
/?-or, if I’( A) = A, Condition 6 -for Choices I, II, and III. 
Suppose now that A is normalizable. That is, suppose that for some 
nonsingular matrix V we have 
V-‘AV = K, (7.2) 
where K is normal. We can consider the modified system 
where 
@ =V-‘AV, @ =V-‘b, @ =V-‘u. (7.4) 
We now apply the generalized conjugate-gradient methods with auxiliary 
matrix Z to (7.3). One can verify from the formulas for OIWH~DIR, ORTHOMIN, 
and ORTHORES given in Sections 2 and 3 that this is equivalent to applying the 
methods to the original system (1.1) with 
z=v-*@v-l. (7.5) 
Thus Choices I, II, and III correspond to the following choices: 
Choice I * : 
Choice II * : 
Choice III * : 
z =v-q-1, H=V-*V-‘A 
= v- *KV- 1 
Z = A*V-*V-l H = A*V-*V-IA, 
=V-*K*V-’ 
Z =V-*V-IA-’ H=V-*V-l. 
=V-*K-$-l 
We now show that if we let Z = Z, = V-*VP’ then (ZAZ-‘)* = P(A). 
Here P is a polynomial of degree n(A) such that K * = P(K). Since 
A = VKV-‘, we have 
(UZ-‘)* = (V-*V-‘AW*)* = (V-*KV*)* 
=VK*V-‘=VP(K)V-’ 
= P(VKV-‘) = P(A). 
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Similar proofs can be given for the other choices of 2. If K is Hermitian as 
well as normal, then (ZAZ- ‘)* = A for all three choices of z. We have thus 
shown that Condition a implies Condition cy and that Condition c implies 
Condition y. 
Suppose now that A is similar to a normal definite matrix K (Condition 
b) and that K = V- ‘AV. With the choices of Z given above, both z and H 
are definite and (7.1) holds; thus we have Condition p. Similarly, if A is 
similar to a Hermitian definite (HD) matrix K (Condition d) then V’AV = K 
for some V. Evidently both Z and H are definite for all three choices and 
ZA = A*Z. Thus we have Condition S. 
From the above discussion it follows that Conditions a, b, c, and d imply 
Conditions (Y, p, y, and 6, respectively. We now consider the converse 
questions. The fact that Condition a implies Condition a follows from a result 
of Faber and Manteuffel [lo] which states that if A is H-normal for some 
definite H, then A is similar to a diagonal matrix. The fact that Condition y 
implies Condition c follows from Theorem 6.2. 
We now show that Condition 6 implies Condition d in a limited sense. 
Indeed, we prove 
THEOREM 7.1. If A is real and if there exists a real matrix Z such that 
(ZAZ-‘)* = A and such that Z and H are definite, then A satisfies 
Condition d. 
Proof. Since (ZAZ-‘)* = A, we have A*Z* = Z*A and ZA = A*Z. 
Therefore 
Since Z is real and definite, Z, = Z + Z * is HD. Also, since H = ZA, we 
have H*A=A*H*. [Notethat (ZA)*A-A*(ZA)*=A*(Z*A-A*Z*)= 
0.1 Also we can show that H,A = A*H1, where H, = H + H * is HD. 
Moreover 
H,=H+H*=ZA+(ZA)*=ZA+A*Z* 
=ZA+Z*A=Z,A. 
Thus A = Z;‘H,. Without loss of generality we may assume H, to be HPD. 
Evidently A is similar to 
H ‘/2AH- l/2 = H 14 - ‘H l/2 
1 1 11 lp 
which is definite since Z, is. Thus A satisfies Condition d. n 
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We also prove 
THEOREM 7.2. lf (ZAZ-‘)* = A for some matrix Z such that Z and 
H = ZA are definite and such that Z ur H is HPD, then A satisfies Condi- 
tion d. 
Proof. Since ZA = H, we have A = Z-lH. If H is HPD, then A is 
similar to the matrix H’/2Z-‘H’/2= H’/2AH-‘/2. Since H1/zZ-1H’/2 is 
definite, A is similar to a definite matrix. A similar argument can be given if 
Z is HPD. n 
The following counterexample shows that in the general case Condition 6 
does not necessarily imply Condition d. Indeed, let 
Note that Z and H are definite, H = ZA, and 
HA= ; ; =A*H. 
[ I 
Hence Condition 6 holds. On the other hand, A is not similar to a definite 
matrix, since E(A), the convex hull of the eigenvalues of A, contains the 
origin. 
The above example, of course, also shows that Condition p does not 
imply Condition b. However, we now show that Condition p does imply 
Condition b in a limited sense. 
THEOREM 7.3. If there exists a definite matrix Z such that H = ZA is 
definite, H or Z is HPD, and A is H-rwnnal, then A is similar to a normal 
definite matrix. 
Proof. Suppose that a matrix Z exists such that the specified properties 
hold, with H HPD. Then A = Z- ‘H is similar to the matrix @ = 
Hi/aZ-‘Hi/a which is definite, since Z is definite. Therefore E(B), the 
convex hull of the eigenvalues of @, which is the same as E(A), does not 
contain the origin. Also, since A is similar to a normal matrix, it is similar to a 
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diagonal matrix D. Moreover, the diagonal elements of D are the same as the 
eigenvalues of A and also of @. Since E(A) = E(D) does not contain the 
origin, D is normal definite. Therefore A is similar to a normal definite 
matrix. 
The proof for the case where Z is HPD and H is definite is similar. We 
omit the details. n 
We now show that under certain circumstances where n(A) = 1, Condi- 
tion j3 does imply Condition b. 
THEOREM 7.4. Zf Condition j3 holds, if A and Z are real, if n(A) = 1, 
and if not all of the eigenvalues of A are purely imaginary, then Condition b 
holds. 
Proof. Since Z is definite and A is Znormal with n(A) = 1, it follows 
from Theorem 6.3 that all eigenvalues of A lie in a straight line. Since A is 
real, then unless A has a single real eigenvalue (in which case A = cl for 
some real constant c), the line either is the real axis or is parallel to the 
imaginary axis. 
If all of the eigenvalues of A are real, then for some real diagonal matrix 
D, A is similar to D and D* = D. Hence by Theorem B.l, Appendix B, 
(ZAZ- ‘)* = A. Since Z and ZA are definite and since A and Z are real, as 
we have shown previously, A is similar to a definite matrix. Hence D is 
Hermitian definite. Thus A is similar to a Hermitian definite matrix and 
Condition b holds. 
Suppose now that all eigenvalues lie on a line parallel to the imaginary 
axis. Unless the line is the imaginary axis itself, then D, a diagonal matrix 
whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of A, is definite as well as 
normal; hence A is similar to a normal definite matrix and again Condition b 
holds. n 
The following example shows that Condition b need not hold if all of the 
eigenvalues of A are purely imaginary. Thus consider the case 
A=( _y ;), Z=(: -;), H=( _: ;). 
Evidently ZA = - A*Z, and Z and H are definite, since Z + ZT = H + HT 
= 21. Thus Condition p holds. However, Condition b does not hold, since A 
has eigenvalues f i and is therefore not similar to a definite normal matrix. 
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8. SPECIAL CASES 
Let us now assume that the system 
Au=b (8.1) 
has been obtained from another system 
by multiplying both sides of (8.2) by Q-i. Thus, we have 
A= Q-Id, b=Q-‘6. (84 
The matrix Q is often referred to as the preconditioning matrix, and (8.1) is 
often referred to as the preconditioned system. 
We now consider the application of the results of previo?s sections to 
various special cases involving certain assumptions on Q and A. Our analysis 
will include most of the cases studied by Faber and Manteuffel [lo] as well as 
other cases. In our studies we are particularly concerned with cases where 
ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES, as well as ORTHODIR, converge. We will consider 
four classes of cases, namely, the general case, the GCW method, polynomial 
preconditioning, and generalized normal equations. 
General Case 
,. 
Q HPD, A Hermitian. Here A is similar to the Hermitian matrix 
V-lAV= Q-'/2~Q-'/2, where v=Q- '1'. We consider two choices of Z, 
namely, Z, = Q, H, = d and Z, = A, H, = AQ-‘A. If d is HPD, all three 
methods converge with both choices. Otherwise ORTHODIR converges for the 
second choice. 
Q HPD, Q - ‘%Q - I/’ Normal. Here A is similar to the normal matrix 
Ql/2(Q-lA)Q--1& Q-,1/2dQ-1/2. Again we consider two choices of Z, 
namely, Z, = Q, H, = A and Z, = A*, H, = d*Q-‘d. If Q-‘/2dQ-‘/2 is 
definite, then both Z and H are definite for both choices and all three 
methods can be used. Otherwise ORTHODIR converges for the second choice. 
* 
Q - ‘A Similar to a Hermitian Matrix. Let V be any nonsingular matrix 
such that V- ‘AV = K, where K is Hermitian. We consider the choices 
z, = v-*v-i, H, = V-*V-IA = V-*KV-’ and Z, = A*V~*V~’ = 
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V-*K*V-‘, H, = A*V-*V-‘A. If K is definite, then 
with both choices and all three variants converge. 
converges for the second choice. 
Z and H are definite 
c&XWiSe ORTHODIR 
Q - ‘A Similar to a Norm& Matrix. Let V be any nonsingular matrix 
such that V- iAV = K, where K is normal. We consider the choices Z, = 
V-*V-i, Z&=V-*V-‘A+- *KV-iand Zz=A*V-*V-‘=V-*K*V-‘, 
H, = A*V- *V- ‘A. If K is definite, then Z and H are definite with both 
choices and all three variants converge. Otherwise ORTHODIR converges for 
the second choice. 
The GCW Method 
Let us now assume that A + A* is HPD. Following Concus and Golub [2] 
and Widlund [19], we consider the use of the splitting matrix 
R+d* 
Q=,. 
Evidently 
A=Q-R, 
where 
and R* = - R. Moreover, A = Q-‘A is similar to Q”2AQ-1/2, and 
Q’/“AQ- l/2 = Q- '/2.Q- l/2 
= K. 
Evidently K = Z - Q- ‘i2RQ- V2 and 
K&Z_Q-‘/2R*Q-l/2 
= Z + Q- l/zRQ- l/2 
=2Z- K. 
Thus K = Q-‘/2AQ-l/2 is normal with normal degree 1. Moreover A = I - 
Q-lR has the form (6.1) with 13 = $T, r = 1, B = iQ-‘R, and Z? = A*Q-‘A. 
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We consider two choices of Z and H, namely Z, = Q, H, = A and 
Z, = d*, H, = d*Q-‘A. Since A + A* is HPD, it follows from Theorem 
A.2, Appendix A, that ff is definite. Thus Z and H are definite for both 
choices, and all three variants converge. The first choice corresponds to Case 
2b(ii) considered by Faber and Manteuffel [lo]. They also considered as Case 
3c the choice Z = d*Qc H = A*k They assumed A^ t? be, normal. It can 
easily be shown that if A is normal, then QR = RQ, QA = AQ, and QL* = 
d* Q. Therefore 
(HAH-l)* = (A*d~-lu-l&*)* 
=Q-‘d*=Z+Q-‘R 
=21-A. 
Thus simplification occurs. To show that Z = A*Q is definite, we have 
Z+Z*=A*Q+(d*Q)* 
=Qd* +Qd 
= Q(d* + d). 
Evidently Z + Z * is similar to the matrix Q- ‘I’( Z + Z * )Q’/’ = Q’j2( A* + 
A)Q1’2, which is HPD, since A* + A is HPD. Therefore Z + Z * has positive 
eigenvalues and hence is HPD. Since Z + Z * is HPD, it follows that Z is 
definite by Theorem A.2, Appendix A. 
Let us now consider the possibility of relaxing the assumption that 
A + A* is HPD. If we assume instead that d is definite, then by Theorem 
A.3, Appendix A, there exists a real number p and an HPD matrix K such 
that KeiPA + (Ke@A)* is HPD. Thus if d is definite, we can apply the 
GCW method to the modified system 
In general, of course, it may not be feasible to find /3 and K. 
Polynomial Preconditioning 
Let us now consider the case where Q- ’ = q(A), where q(d) is poly- 
nomial with real coefficients such that q(A) is nonsingular. This choice of Q 
corresponds to polynomial preconditioning; see [7], [15], and [l]. We also 
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assume A is Hermitian, so that 9(A) is Hermitian. Moreover, A = 9(A)A is 
Hermitian and nonsingular. We can use the choices 2, = I, H, = A and 
Z, = A, H, = AZ. The first choice was considered by Faber and Manteuffel 
[lo] as Case 4a. If A is HPD, then Z and H are definite with both choices 
and hence all three variants converge. Otherwise ORTHODIR converges with 
the second choice. 
Ftber a?d Manteuffel [lo] considered as Case 2c the choice Z = 9(A)- ‘, 
H = A. If A is HPD, then H is definite and ORTHODIR convetges: S$plifi- 
cation- o:curs: because 9 has real coefficients, (HAH- ‘) * = (A9( A&AK’) * 
= q(A)A = A. 
Next, let us consider the case where Q- ’ = 9( M- ‘A)M-‘, where A is 
Hermitian and M is HPD. Again we assume 9( M- ‘A)M- ’ is nonsingular 
and 9 has real coefficients. This preconditioning was considered by Adams 
[l]. Evidently A = Q-‘A = 9(M-‘A)M-‘A is similar to the matrix 
= 4( M- ‘/%&,- 1/2)M- l/2&- l/2, 
which is Hermitian, since M- '12dM- 'I2 is Hermitian. We can use the 
choices Z, = M, H, = MA and Z, = A*M, H, = A*MA. We note that if A 
is HPD, then Z is definite and ORTHOMIN and ORTHORES converge. This 
follows because, as we now show, 9(A) is HPD. Thus, A is similar to the 
matrix A- 1’29(A)A1/2 = 9(A), and therefore the Hermitian matrix 9(A) has 
positive eigenvalues, and is therefore HPD, since A has positive eigenvalues. 
Thus we have S(1) with the choices Z, = M, H, = MA and Z, = A*M, 
H, = A*MA. Evidently ORTHODIR converges for the second choice in the 
general case. If MA is HPD, then all three variants converge for both choices. 
Faber and Manteuffel [lo] considered, as Case 2d, the choice Z = 
Mq(M-'A)-', H = ff with the assumption that A is HPD. Evidently 
ORTHODIR converges. We now show that if MA is HPD, then all three 
variants converge. Since 
MA=Mq(M-%)M-'ii 
= M- ‘/z9( M-‘/2iM- l/2&?,,- l/2& 
we have 
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= [qw l/2&,- l/2)] - ‘. 
As above, we can show that q( M- ‘12AM- 1/2) is HPD, since M- ‘12AM- ‘I2 
is HPD and since MA and hence M- ““( MA)M- 1’2 is HPD. Thus 
M- ‘12ZM- ‘I2 and hence Z is HPD. 
Generalized Nmmul Equations 
First we let Q- ’ = ff *C, where C is Hermitian. Evidently A = A* CA is 
Hermitian. We consider the three choices Z, = I, H, = A; Z, = A, H, = A2; 
and Z,=A-‘, H,=Z. If C is HPD, then A is HPD and Z and H are 
definite in all cases. Thus all three variants converge. If C is Hermitian, 
ORTHODIR converges for the second and third choices. 
Suppose now that Q-’ = M-‘M-*A*. Evidently A = Q-‘A = 
M-‘M-*A*A is similar to MAM-‘= M-*A*AM-‘, which is HPD. We can 
consider the three choices Z, = M *M, H, = ff*& Z, = A*M *M, H, = 
A*M*MA and Z,=M*MA-l=M*Mklk*M*M, HB=M*M. Evi- 
dently H and Z are definite for all three choices, and all three variants 
converge. 
APPENDIX A. DEFINITE MATRICES AND RELATED MATRICES 
The matrix H is definite if (0, Hv) # 0 for all v # 0. The matrix H is 
positive real (PR) or negative real (NR) if for all real v # 0 we have 
(v, Hv) > 0 or (v, Hv) < 0, respectively. We now show that if H is real, then 
H is definite if and only if H is either PR or NR. 
THEOREM A.l. Zf H is real, then H is definite if and only if H is PR or 
NR. 
Proof. Suppose H is definite. For any real v we have 
2(v, Hv) = (v,(H+ HT)v). 
Since H + HT is real and symmetric, it has real eigenvalues and a correspond- 
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ing set of mutually orthogonal real eigenvectors. If all eigenvalues of H + H T 
are positive (negative), then (u, Hu) > 0 ( < 0) for all real u and hence H is 
PR (NR). Evidently no eigenvalue can vanish; otherwise H + HT would be 
singular and hence not definite. Moreover, if there exist eigenvalues /.~r > 0 
and Z.L~ < 0 and real eigenvectors oi and ~a such that (H + HT)oi = pivj, 
i = 1,2, (u,, pi) = (u,, ~a) = 1, and (vi, 0s) = 0, then (u,(H + HT)v) = 0 for 
* = u1+ J=izL. Th is contradicts the assumption that (v, Hv) # 0. 
Thus H is PR or NR. 
Suppose now that H is PR or NR. Since H is definite if and only - H is 
definite, we can, without loss of generality, assume that H is PR. Let 
v E Cv\{O}, and let v = u + iw, where u and w are real. Evidently 
(v,Hv)=(u+iw,H(u+iw)) 
=[(u,Hu)+(w,Hw)]+i[(u,Hw)-(w,Hu)]. 
Since H is PR and since u and w do not both vanish, the real part is positive. 
Hence (u, Hv) Z 0. n 
We note that a real matrix H is PR or NR if and only if its symmetric part 
(H + HT)/2 is Hermitian definite (HD). 
It is worth noting that the above characterization does not carry over to 
complex definite matrices. For instance, the matrix 
( 1 1Oi - 1Oi 1 1 
is PR but not definite, and the diagonal matrix iZ is definite but neither PR 
nor NR. 
In the complex case if H + H * is HPD, then H is definite but not 
conversely. Thus we have 
THEOREM A.2. Let H be a matrix such that H + H * is HD. Then H is 
definite. 
Proof. For any x # 0 we have 
O#(x,(H+H*)r)=(x,Hx)+(Hx,x) 
=(x, Hr)+ (x, Hx) = 2Re(x, Hx). 
Therefore (x, Hz) # 0 and H is definite. 
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The converse of Theorem A.2 does not hold. Thus consider the case 
H=il.EvidentlyH*= -iZ= -H, so that H + H * = 0. However, we can 
prove the following. 
THEOREM A.3. Zf H is a definite matrix, there exists a real number p 
and an HPD matrix K such that 
Ke’@H+(Ke’BH)* 
is HPD. 
Proof. If H is definite, then E(H), the convex hull of the set of 
eigenvalues of H, does not contain the origin; see, e.g., Householder [12]. 
Consequently for some real p all eigenvalues of e’OH lie in the right half 
plane, and hence e@H is N-stable; see, e.g., Young [20]. The result follows 
from a theorem of Lyapunov.3 
APPENDIX B. THE NORMAL DEGREE 
OF A NORMALIZABLE MATRIX 
In Section 2 we defined the adjoint of a matrix A with respect to a 
nonsingular matrix H as A’ = (HAHe’)*. We also defined the concept of an 
H-normal matrix A (where A’A = AA’) and the normal degree n(A, H) of A 
with respect to H. In this appendix we show that n(A, H) is independent 
ofH for any definite matrix H. 
Faber and Manteuffel [lo] showed that if A is H-normal for some definite 
matrix H, then A is normalizable, i.e., A is similar to a normal matrix. Let V 
be any nonsingular matrix such that V’AV = K for some normal matrix K. 
We show that A is H-normal, where H is the HPD matrix H = V *V- ‘. It 
follows from a result of Drazin [6] ( see also Faber and Manteuffel [9]) that 
K * = P(K) for some polynomial P(K). Therefore 
A+=(HAH-‘)* =VK*V-’ 
=VP(K)V-‘= P(VKV-‘) = P(A). 
Since A’A = AA’, it follows that A is H-normal. 
3See, e.g., Young [20] for a statement and proof of the Lyapunov theorem for the case where 
H is real. The extension to the case where H is complex is straightforward. 
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We now prove 
THEOREM B.l. Let A be a normalizable matrix, and let the diagonal 
matrix D be a Jordan canonical form of A. Let H be a definite matrix such 
that A is H-normal. For any polynomial P, D * = P(D) if and only if 
A+ = (HAH-I)* = P(A). 
Proof. Since A is H-normal and H is definite, there exists an HPD 
matrix Z? such that (Z?AZ?‘)* = (HAH-I)*; see Faber and Manteuffel [lo]. 
Since A is H-normal, A is knormal and 
@AAF)*A= A(IjA&l)*. 
Hence @ = fi’/2Afi- ‘I2 is normal. Therefore there exists a unitary matrix 
W such that W@ W-’ = D, where D, is a diagonal matrix. Since D, is 
similar to A, as well as to @, it follows that D, is a Jordan canonical form of 
A. Therefore, since D and D, are Jordan canonical forms of A, D, = TDT-’ 
for some (unitary) permutation matrix T. Thus we have 
D=T-‘W-‘@WT 
and, since W*W=T*T=l, 
D* = T-‘W-‘@*WT. 
Evidently, for any polynomial P, D * = P(D) if and only if 
T-‘W-‘@*WT= P(T-‘W-‘@WT) 
= T-‘W-‘P( @WT. 
Therefore D*=P(D)ifandonlyif @*=P(@).But @*=P(@)ifand 
only if A+ = (I?A&‘)* = P(A). n 
From Theorem B.l it follows that n(A, H) = n(A), where n(A) is the 
degree of the polynomial P of lowest degree such that D* = P(D). Thus 
n(A, H) depends only on A and not on H. 
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